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CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY  |  SANOFI

Vaccinating the world

With sales over 30 billion EUR, Sanofi  is a global healthcare leader. 

More than 110,000 employees in over 100 countries research, develop, 

and distribute medical solutions for patients. 

Sanofi  develop advanced pharmaceutical drugs, medical devices and 

provide patient services. They are insulin therapy pioneers, treating 

diabetes for over 85 years. Sanofi  produces more than a billion vaccine 

doses to protect half a billion people worldwide. 

Sanofi  unify planning & reporting with Jedox

“We replaced Excel with integrated 
planning and reporting through 
Jedox in a few weeks. Our specialist 
departments plan independently 
on the web. My team is able to 
focus on profi table growth.“

Michael Bailey, Senior Manager Controlling, Sanofi 

Customer

Sanofi -Aventis

Industry

Pharmaceuticals & Biotechnology

Department

Finance, Sales

Solution

Unifi ed planning and reporting solution 

(payroll, sales, and cost-center planning)

System environment

SAP, Oracle HFM, IBM IMS, other ERPs
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Excel-hell

After merging three national branches, Controlling’s data needed to consolidate 

KPIs, Revenue, HR and Cost Centre expenses. Originating from various 

upstream systems, Controlling manually prepared and transferred data to one 

downstream system (Hyperion) for reporting and consolidated planning. 

Senior Manager of Controlling Michael Bailey and his team had previously used 

Excel and Access to manage detail sales planning:

“The internal reorganization took us beyond Excel’s boundaries. Manual 

data reconciliation took a lot of time and the whole process could no longer 

handle complex planning.“ 

Must-haves

Sanofi  needed a unifi ed planning and reporting solution. Payroll, sales, and 

cost-center planning needed to be transparent and e�  cient. Departments had 

to be able to enter plans independently through the web, when they needed. 

Sanofi  needed to ensure data consistency of all detail planning models, 

including sta�  costs, sales & gross margin, product-cost planning, and P&L. 

This consolidated solution would be populated automatically by fi ve upstream 

sources, including market data, SAP BW and Oracle HFM. Critically the solution 

had to be fl exible, scalable, and easy to use.

Decisions

After a strategic workshop and proof-of-concept, Sanofi  chose Jedox. Jedox’s 

writeback easily enabled ad-hoc scenario planning. 

Automated data integration and Jedox’s interactive web capabilities for 

reporting and planning exceeded Sanofi ’s expectations. 

Jedox’s ExcelPLUS approach empowered the Controlling team to build on 

their Excel expertise. Recommendations from highly satisfi ed users at Sanofi  

subsidiary Genzyme (who use Jedox for planning and forecasting), further 

convinced the Sanofi  management team. 

Challenge

 � Integrated planning and reporting to 

replace Excel 

 � Automating detail sales, marketing, sta�  

and cost-center planning through to P&L

 � Complexity: multi-country cross-

departmental security restrictions 

 � Seamless connectivity to heterogeneous 

upstream systems 

Solution

 � Independent self-service plan entry over 

the web

 � Multi-dimensional unifi ed data with real-

time drivers and assumptions

 � Faster corporate forecast, budget, 

and long-range planning

 � Flexible self-service reporting with drill-

down and drill-through

 � Seamless mobile access 
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Flexibility 

Sanofi  implemented Jedox across Europe, fi rst modeling the overarching 

corporate Business Intelligence requirements, then adjusting with more 

complex localized requirements, signifi cantly reducing roll-out costs. From 

the single unifi ed Jedox solution, Sanofi  now has the fl exibility to deliver both 

corporate and local management reporting and planning needs.

Empowerment 

Within weeks, the Controlling team, with help from the Jedox consultants, 

automatically connected all source systems, and created detail planning 

models, modelling all of Sanofi ’s complex planning calculations in Jedox. The 

Jedox Academy empowered Sanofi  management and users to administer 

Jedox independently. Bailey and his fellow managers use their Excel expertise 

to confi gure and adjust planning without external help. 

“We met all our deadlines, completely rebuilding many models along the 

way. Following implementation, we used Jedox for our fi rst sales planning 

session – a huge success for our team.”

During the project, business users collaborated in designing a new intuitive 

interface for planning. Jedox enabled them to iterate through an approach that 

allowed them to plan in the most e�  cient way. 

The end-result automatically validates data to assure high data quality. Sanofi ’s 

marketing and sales team now directly enter forecasts without Controlling 

reconciling. They trust the results.

New insights. Less e� ort.

Sanofi  use Jedox to for cross-country departmental planning for department 

managers across Europe. Michael Bailey explains:

“Controlling was in charge of planning before then, so Jedox was new for 

end users in our departments. Thanks to Jedox’s ease-of-use, they adapted 

quickly and we now plan faster and more transparently. Each department is 

now engaged in the planning process.“

Sanofi  uses Jedox for sta�  planning. Jedox security controls access to sensitive 

personal data. Jedox splashing enables quick and accurate planning based 

on prior year detail product and customer sales. Jedox gives Sanofi  insight by 

building up planning based on operational drivers and assumptions. 

Advantages

 � Assured data consistency through 

automated data validation

 � Departmental users empowered to plan 

without external help

 � Automatic updates remove manual data 

reconciliation

 � 360° view of corporate actuals and plan 

data in one unifi ed tool

Why Jedox?

 � Scalable and fl exible solution enables you 

to work smarter. 

 � High user approval. Short learning curve 

thanks to the Excel-like familiarity

 � Self-service approach minimizes ongoing 

external consulting and unburdens IT
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Each planning model is automatically joined with consistent business rules 

to the P&L and instantly visible at any level of consolidation. Controlling can 

see the entire planning process. Sanofi ’s project managers created a special 

reconciliation report, immediately highlighting any inconsistencies – a task that 

previously required two FTEs.

A 360° view 

Sanofi  expanded Jedox to internal reporting. Over 140 people from Marketing, 

Sales, HR, Controlling, and Management access reports anytime, anywhere 

through Jedox. 

Reporting highlights product volumes and costs in real-time, which Marketing 

and Sales instantly use for customer and sales analysis. Thanks to Jedox’s 

speed and intuitive interface, Sanofi  has a 360° view of products and customers. 

Results fast

Jedox delivers results instantaneously. Processes that needed hours now 

take seconds. Users see real-time, high-quality data, checking and adjusting 

plans on the fl y. Controlling focuses on profi table growth, acting on real-time 

insight instead of wasting hours on manual data collection and preparation. 

Bailey adds:

“Jedox gives us high fl exibility. Controlling maintains Jedox independently, 

adjusting reports in seconds. We save valuable time and expenditure.” 

Award-winning

Sanofi  received the European “Best Practice Award” for its smart reporting and 

planning solution, spreading interest quickly through the corporation. Sanofi  

will extend the project to 200 additional people, empowering managers across 

Europe with quick, reliable, and trusted insight. 

Contact:  Jedox AG

 

web: jedox.com

mail:  info@jedox.com 

blog: blog.jedox.com


